
Task Force Meeting – May 20, 2015 

Members Present:  Ray Kranz, Carol Dagel, Fr Paul Rutten, Fr. Mike Wensing, Michael Mackens, Anne 

Hanson, Michelle Himmerich, Charlie Mack & guest Katie Mellor. 

Katie Mellor, Director of the Office of Catholic Schools for the SF Catholic Diocese, works as a consultant 

and liaison to the Bishop.   

Standard 5 & 6 Review & Discussion with Mellor: 

We reviewing the standards we should ask and verify - Are we in compliance with the Diocese?  Do we 

have concrete things in place accountable with the standards?  This is the standard and do we have X 

structure in place or are we in compliance with standard? 

These standards are one tool to self evaluate.  All schools are accredited through the state of SD yet 

these are regulatory rather than catholic education.   

What are other schools doing for excellence?  All SF schools are starting the standard process.  Yankton 

has gone through it as well.  All are approaching this as a self evaluation as an internal evaluation by 

similar teams as our task force.   

Mellor notes principal have many inspectors (electrical to fire to x).  It is how one deals with a deficiency 

– it is ok and time to make a corrective action or improvement.  Standards are a list of objectives and 

form to evaluate ourselves – continuous improvement cycle. 

Standard 6 – An excellent Catholic school needs 

Qualified Leader – Principal Carol 

Leadership Team – 2 superintendents 

Governing Body – 2 forms (Bishop & priests) (priests, principal & advised committee) 

6.1 – Leadership requirements - licensed administrator recommended (can be just short of requirement 

but must be in process or plan of intent).  We have licenses and qualified administrator.  Ms. Mellor had 

a number of compliments of current administration, Carol. 

6.2 – Mission & Vision - Developed a new mission and vision and good to review every so often.  Ms. 

Mellor complimented the team for the implementation of an updated mission/vision/motto.  

Encouraged continual focus around all teaching and almost drill students and parents.  Include in all 

publications – newsletters, website, etc. 

Hiring process – do we have a process in place when a position opens? What do we do – do we 

communicate the open position?  Where is it posted – we do have a list of locations the position is 

posted.  Having a process is good.  Candidates are limited all over.  If/when we are asked why we didn’t 

hire a Catholic educator and we have a process that was executed, we can explain we went through our 

process.  Sometimes we have limited options so go with best qualified candidate. 



Question of what others are doing to hire.  All recognized goal is to hire a moral Catholic educator.  Ms. 

Mellor mentioned one of her best teachers wasn’t Catholic.  St. Mary’s has a search committee for some 

positions and provided what the team recommends and presents to Bishop for approval (currently 

looking for an administrator). 

6.3 – Development of Personnel - Inservice includes faith formation led by the priests.  Faculty needs 

continual education of Catholic faith so they all know and can answer to the many society issues we face 

today.  Diocese added a morality addendum to all contracts.  This has been in use for at least 2 yrs now.  

Regardless of faith all need to sign this.  Need to work on a formal 4 yr plan for faith formation directed 

by Fr. Mike & Fr. Paul.  Faith formation really this needs to come from the priests per Ms. Mellor.  Do the 

priests have a model to teach from to insure they are covering the areas that need/should be 

addressed?  Discuss the limit on tolerance.  Carol had Fr. Joe Rutten present about the Catholic faith and 

tolerance to the staff. 

Teacher evaluation by Charlotte Danielson suggested by the state builds in the portion of professional 

growth.  We are having the staff trained this year.  This evaluation is not a requirement of the SFCS so 

good to see Mrs. Dagel is adding this. 

Technology Academy will be provided by Watertown public schools and our new technology teacher will 

attend.  Overall status of achieving 6.3 standards likely a status of 3 – not likely a 4 due to the cost levels.       

Other schools have a PTC group that focuses on funding professional growth opportunities. 

6.4 – Collaboration at all levels within school community - Faculty often times works in groups.  Parents 

level have a number of ways they are communicated with yet can always strive for more.  Have asked 

for email addresses now and majority of student parents are included.  Parishioners see a weekly 

bulletin report (Katie was impressed it was done weekly); published testing scores in paper, bulletin 

boards, etc..  Not many others in diocese do this on weekly basis. 

Watertown scores are excellent in comparison to other scores within Diocese.  (Diocese does not 

publish each as a comparison) 

6.5 – Curriculum development - implemented Reading Assistance program and had dynamite success.  

Bought 20 licenses for our Title kids.  (Speak into microphone and it speaks back to you).  What gets kids 

into Title 1 (federal funding through state through public school to us) based on free/reduced lunch 

levels.  Parents can also request or can be teacher recommended.  Students performing below grade 

level – pre or post test and once at grade level they are done.   

Fast For Word – premier program for reading remediation.  REACH Foundation bought licenses (2 per 

school across Diocese) and IC now has 12.   

Data retreats – a focused time review scores with staff and how each child is doing.  Entire facility should 

be a part of this.  IC has done this. 



6.6 – Collaboration with governing body – IC has 3 member team – Two priests and Principal.  This can 

include the advisory council (or school council aka committee) can advise the governing body.   Other 

programs included here are the Cribbage education.  Schola Mass – goal to involve kids with celebration 

of Mass and to involve both parishes.   We have added an enrichment program.   

What is the vitality of a school – are we stagnate or moving forward?  Vitality = faith growth, service 

growth, not just student number growth.     

6.7 – Communication – can we ever really communicate enough? 

 

Standard 5 

5.1 – Constitution & by-laws – For 2 years now each parish and school are their own corporation.  At one 

time Bishop owned everything.  Change was done for stability and protection. Separate corporation 

protects school and each parish from legality issues.  Canonical side of it is above local.  School Council 

has bylaws as an advisory.  Decision making is the leadership team.   

Suggestion to have subcommittees with the council to include with non-council members and 

professionals in the area of interest. Example would be a budget committee rather than giving the entire 

task for our business manager.  Administrative subcommittee – possibly deal with school calendar, staff 

policies (not personnel issue).  Technology subcommittee may be an area.  Buildings and grounds 

subcommittee – repairs, bids.  Council is to advise the team to address possible policy issues but not 

make final decision.  Personnel issues are to be handled by governing team not school committee 

council. 

Standard 5 encourages collaboration between the teams.  Task force really is a reflection of the need for 

subcommittees.  Theoretically the task force may dissolve as the ‘task force’ yet will evolve into council 

subcommittees.  Subcommittees are good avenues to task with research where a council member as a 

liaison as long as all respect the roles of appropriate and legitimate authorities.   

5.2 – Longevity of systems and policies are important especially if any of the governing body are no 

longer within the school.  If all we have is the Charter that is not enough.  We are a parish school with 

pastors/principal at the top with an advisory council.  Advisory council can assist with developing yet 

governing body has final approval. 

Other schools that have more than 5
th

 grade are Sioux Falls, Salem, Yankton, Aberdeen, and Dell Rapids. 

It is not foreseen by Bishop Swain to support a non-IC supported expansion for middle/high.  If proposal 

to add to the school is presented, it will likely be read by Bishop but really would need support of 

pastors.  Why isn’t their more support for school growth?  Many priests are not wanting the task of 

what school brings.   Bishop works hard to assign willing and able priests to communities with schools. 

Many non-diocesan schools are run and funded by Orders. 



Future of a Jr High at IC?  If have a required jr high teacher, basically have a bona fide one room school.  

Could have a possibility of using Holy Rosary as a separate school from IC.  Holy Rosary school was not 

shut down but rather suspended. 

Goal is to develop and design structure.  Diocesan policy manual continually being reviewed and 

implemented and these new sections are presented to each school.  Governance is complete and 

recently updated.  School policy manual needs to align with Diocesan policy and requirements but 

certainly can be additional as long as they are not contrary to Diocesan. 

 

Blue Ribbon Task Force – Mellor encouraged any and all to come to the hearing in Watertown on June 

22.  How can they fund teacher salaries?  Need business leader/communities to be part of workforce 

development.  Teacher meeting at 2pm.  Business Community at 4 and Public at 6:30 meetings.  All 

meetings at Kampeska Hall at Ramkota. 

   

 


